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1 EDITORIAL 2

1 Editorial

Welcome to edition 117 of the ExoPlanet News!

We are very happy to have again a great collection of paper abstracts, conference announcements and job ads.
Have a look and share with anyone who might be interested! Of course we also have the monthly update from the
NASA exoplanet archive and an overview of new exoplanet related articles from astro-ph. The Latex template for
submitting contributions, as well as all previous editions of ExoPlanet News, can be found on the ExoPlanet News
webpage (http://nccr-planets.ch/exoplanetnews/).

After the submission deadline for the Astro2020 Science White Papers at the beginning of March on the
NASA side, we would like to draw your attention to the fact that there is now a new call out on the European side
for Science White Papers to help define the long-term plan for the ESA science programme:

http://sci.esa.int/director-desk/61190-call-for-white-papers-in-the-voyage-2050-long-term-plan-in-the-esa-science-programme/

The deadline is August, 5, 2019, and a workshop to present the white papers is planned for October. So,
there is some time to prepare...

The next issue of the ExoplanetNews will appear April 15, 2019.
Thanks for all your support and best regards from Switzerland,

Sascha P. Quanz
Christoph Mordasini
Yann Alibert
Adrien Leleu

Univ. of Bern, Univ. of Geneva, ETH Zürich, Univ. of Zürich, EPF Lausanne
The National Centers of Competence in Research (NCCR) are a research instrument
of the Swiss National Science Foundation.
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2 Abstracts of refereed papers

Predictions of the WFIRST Microlensing Survey. I. Bound Planet Detection Rates

Matthew T. Penny1, B. Scott Gaudi1, Eamonn Kerins2, Nicholas J. Rattenbury3, Shude Mao4,5,2, Annie C. Robin6,
Sebastiano Calchi Novati7
1 Department of Astronomy, The Ohio State University, 140 West 18th Avenue, Columbus, OH 43210, USA
2 Jodrell Bank Centre for Astrophysics, Alan Turing Building, University of Manchester, Manchester M13 9PL, UK
3 Department of Physics, University of Auckland, Private Bag 92019, Auckland, New Zealand
4 Physics Department and Tsinghua Centre for Astrophysics, Tsinghua University, Beijing 100084, People’s Republic of China
5 National Astronomical Observatories, Chinese Academy of Sciences, A20 Datun Road, Chaoyang District, Beijing 100012, People’s Republic
of China
6 Institut Utinam, CNRS UMR 6213, OSU THETA, Université Bourgogne-Franche-Comté, 41bis avenue de l’Observatoire, F-25000 Besançon,
France
7 IPAC, Mail Code 100-22, Caltech, 1200 East California Boulevard, Pasadena, CA 91125, USA

ApJS, 2019ApJS..241....3P

The Wide Field InfraRed Survey Telescope (WFIRST) is the next NASA astrophysics flagship mission, to follow
the James Webb Space Telescope. The WFIRST mission was chosen as the top-priority large space mission of the
2010 astronomy and astrophysics decadal survey in order to achieve three primary goals: to study dark energy via a
wide-field imaging survey, to study exoplanets via a microlensing survey, and to enable a guest observer program.
Here we assess the ability of the several WFIRST designs to achieve the goal of the microlensing survey to discover
a large sample of cold, low-mass exoplanets with semimajor axes beyond roughly one astronomical unit, which are
largely impossible to detect with any other technique. We present the results of a suite of simulations that span the
full range of the proposed WFIRST architectures, from the original design envisioned by the decadal survey, to the
current design, which utilizes a 2.4 m telescope donated to NASA. By studying such a broad range of architectures,
we are able to determine the impact of design trades on the expected yields of detected exoplanets. In estimating
the yields we take particular care to ensure that our assumed Galactic model predicts microlensing event rates
that match observations, consider the impact that inaccuracies in the Galactic model might have on the yields, and
ensure that numerical errors in light-curve computations do not bias the yields for the smallest-mass exoplanets. For
the nominal baseline WFIRST design and a fiducial planet mass function, we predict that a total of ∼1400 bound
exoplanets with mass greater than ∼0.1M⊕ should be detected, including ∼200 with mass < ∼3M⊕. WFIRST
should have sensitivity to planets with mass down to ∼0.02M⊕, or roughly the mass of Ganymede.
Download/Website: https://arxiv.org/abs/1808.02490

Contact: penny@astronomy.ohio-state.edu
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Figure 1: Comparison of the WFIRST Cycle 7 design sensitivity to that of Kepler in the planet mass-semimajor
axis plane. The red line shows an approximation of the Kepler planet detection limit based on Burke et al. (2015).
Blue shading shows the number of WFIRST planet detections during the mission if there is one planet per star
at a given mass and semimajor axis point; this is directly proportional to the average detection efficiency. The
thick, dark blue line is an functional fit to the three- detection per mission contour, while the lighter blue line
barely visible beneath it is the actual contour. Red dots show Kepler candidate and confirmed planets; black dots
show all other known planets extracted from the NASA exoplanet archive (accessed 2018 February 28 Akeson
et al. 2013). Blue dots show a simulated realization of the planets detected by the WFIRST microlensing survey,
assuming our fiducial planet mass function, though note that in constructing this sample of simulated detections
we did not simulate planets smaller than 0.03M⊕ or with semimajor axis less than 0.3 au. Solar system bodies
are shown by their images, including the satellites Ganymede, Titan, and the Moon at the semimajor axis of their
hosts. Images of the solar system planets credit to NASA. The data and scripts used to make this plot are available
at https://github.com/mtpenny/wfirst-ml-figures.
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Atmospheres on Nonsynchronized Eccentric-tilted Exoplanets I: Dynamical
Regimes

Kazumasa Ohno1 & Xi Zhang2
1 Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences, Tokyo Institute of Technology
2 Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences, University of California Santa Cruz

Astrophysical Journal, in press

Relatively long-period nonsynchronized planets—such as warm Jupiters—potentially retain the primordial rotation,
eccentricity, and obliquity that might encapsulate information on planetary climate and formation processes. To
date, there has not been a systematic study on climate patterns on these planets that will significantly influence their
observations. Here we investigate the atmospheric dynamics of nonsynchronized, fast-rotating exoplanets across
various radiative timescales, eccentricities, and obliquities using a shallow water model. The dynamical pattern can
be demarcated into five regimes in terms of radiative timescale τrad and obliquity θ. An atmosphere with τrad shorter
than a planetary day usually exhibits a strong day–night temperature contrast and a day-to-night flow pattern. In the
intermediate τrad regime between a planetary day and a year, the atmosphere is dominated by steady temperature
and eastward jet patterns for θ ≤ 18◦ but shows a strong seasonal variation for θ ≥ 18◦ because the polar region
undergoes an intense heating at around the summer solstice. If τrad is larger than a year, seasonal variation is very
weak. In this regime, eastward jets are developed for θ ≤ 54◦ and westward jets are developed for θ ≥ 54◦. These
dynamical regimes are also applicable to the planets in eccentric orbits. The large effects of exoplanetary obliquities
on circulation patterns might offer observational signatures, which will be investigated in Paper II of this study.
Download/Website: https://arxiv.org/abs/1903.00907

Contact: ohno.k.ab@eps.sci.titech.ac.jp
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Figure 2: Schematic diagrams of dynamical regimes for ET planets. The dynamical regime might be classified into
five regimes in terms of the temperature and wind patterns. For retrograde-rotating planets with θ > 90◦, one can
translate the vertical axis to 180◦ − θ.
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Atmospheres on Nonsynchronized Eccentric-Tilted Exoplanets II: Thermal Light
Curves

Kazumasa Ohno1 & Xi Zhang2
1 Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences, Tokyo Institute of Technology
2 Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences, University of California Santa Cruz

Astrophysical Journal, in press

Thermal light-curve analysis is a powerful approach to probe the thermal structures of exoplanetary atmospheres,
which are greatly influenced by the planetary obliquity and eccentricity. Here we investigate the thermal light curves
of eccentric-tilted exoplanets across various radiative timescales, eccentricities, obliquities, and viewing geometries
using results of shallow-water simulations presented in Ohno & Zhang (2019). We also achieve an analytical theory
of the thermal light curve that can explain general trends in the light curves of tilted exoplanets. For tilted planets in
circular orbits, the orbital phase of the flux peak is largely controlled by either the flux from the hot spot projected
onto the orbital plane or the pole heated at the summer solstice, depending on the radiative timescale τrad, planetary
day Porb, and obliquity θ. We find that tilted planets potentially produce the flux peak after the secondary eclipse
when obliquity is θ > 90◦ for the hot regime τrad � Prot, or θ > 18◦ for the cool regime τrad � Prot. For tilted
planets in eccentric orbits, the shape of the light curve is considerably influenced by the heating at the periapse. The
flux peak occurring after the secondary eclipse can be used to distinguish tilted planets from nontilted planets when
the periapse takes place before the secondary eclipse. Our results could help to constrain exoplanet obliquities in
future observations.
Download/Website: https://arxiv.org/abs/1903.00908
Contact: ohno.k.ab@eps.sci.titech.ac.jp

Figure 3: Typical shapes of light curves with height fields on the visible hemisphere. The vertical axis is the
emergent flux normalized by the time average, and the horizontal axis is the orbital phase from the secondary
eclipse. The radiative timescale is τrad = 0.1 day for panels (A)–(D) and (F) and τrad = 5 days for panel (E). The
gray dotted and pink dash-dotted lines denote the phase of secondary eclipse and the northern summer solstice,
respectively.
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An alternative interpretation of the exomoon candidate signal in the combined
Kepler and Hubble data of Kepler-1625

René Heller1, Kai Rodenbeck2, Giovanni Bruno3

1 Max Planck Institute for Solar System Research, Justus-von-Liebig-Weg 3, 37077 Göttingen, Germany
2 Institute for Astrophysics, Georg August University Göttingen, Friedrich-Hund-Platz 1, 37077 Göttingen, Germany
3 INAF, Astrophysical Observatory of Catania, Via S. Sofia 78, 95123 Catania, Italy

Astronomy & Astrophysics, accepted (arXiv:1902.06018)

Kepler and Hubble photometry of a total of four transits by the Jupiter-sized Kepler-1625 b have recently been
interpreted to show evidence of a Neptune-sized exomoon. The key arguments were an apparent drop in stellar
brightness after the planet’s October 2017 transit seen with Hubble and its 77.8 min early arrival compared to a
strictly periodic orbit. The profound implications of this first possible exomoon detection and the physical oddity
of the proposed moon, that is, its giant radius prompt us to examine the planet-only hypothesis for the data and
to investigate the reliability of the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) used for detection. We combine Kepler’s
Pre-search Data Conditioning Simple Aperture Photometry (PDCSAP) with the previously published Hubble light
curve. In an alternative approach, we perform a synchronous polynomial detrending and fitting of the Kepler data
combined with our own extraction of the Hubble photometry. We generate five million Parallel-Tempering Markov
Chain Monte Carlo (PTMCMC) realizations of the data with both a planet-only model and a planet-moon model and
compute the BIC difference (∆BIC) between the most likely models, respectively. ∆BIC values of −44.5 (using
previously published Hubble data) and −31.0 (using our own detrending) yield strong statistical evidence in favor
of an exomoon. Most of our orbital realizations, however, are very different from the best-fit solutions, suggesting
that the likelihood function that best describes the data is non-Gaussian. We measure a 73.7 min early arrival of
Kepler-1625 b for its Hubble transit at the 3σ level. This deviation could be caused by a 1 d data gap near the
first Kepler transit, stellar activity, or unknown systematics, all of which affect the detrending. The radial velocity
amplitude of a possible unseen hot Jupiter causing Kepler-1625 b’s transit timing variation could be some 100 m s−1.
Although we find a similar solution to the planet-moon model as previously proposed, careful consideration of its
statistical evidence leads us to believe that this is not a secure exomoon detection. Unknown systematic errors in the
Kepler/Hubble data make the∆BIC an unreliable metric for an exomoon search around Kepler-1625 b, allowing for
alternative interpretations of the signal.
Download/Website: https://arxiv.org/abs/1902.06018

Contact: heller@mps.mpg.de
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Figure 4: Orbital solutions for Kepler-1625 b and its suspected exomoon based on the combined Kepler and Hubble
data. (a,b,c) Kepler PDCSAP flux and (d) the quadratic detrending of the Hubble data from Teachey & Kipping
(2018b). Blue curves show 1 000 realizations of our PTMCMC fitting of a planet-moon model. Our most likely
solution (red line) is very similar to the one found by Teachey & Kipping (2018b), but differs significantly from
the one initially found by Teachey & Kipping (2018a). (e,f,g) Kepler PDCSAP flux and (h) our own detrending
of the Hubble light curve (in parallel to the fitting). The ingress and egress of the model moon are denoted with
arrows and labels in panel h as an example.
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Optimized transit detection algorithm to search for periodic transits of small
planets

M. Hippke1, R. Heller2
1 Sonneberg Observatory, Sternwartestr. 32, 96515 Sonneberg, Germany
2 Max Planck Institute for Solar System Research, Justus-von-Liebig-Weg 3, 37077 Göttingen, Germany

Astronomy & Astrophysics, 2019A&A...623A..39H

We present a new method to detect planetary transits from time-series photometry, the Transit Least Squares (TLS)
algorithm. TLS searches for transit-like features while taking the stellar limb darkening and planetary ingress and
egress into account. We have optimized TLS for both signal detection efficiency (SDE) of small planets and com-
putational speed. TLS analyses the entire, unbinned phase-folded light curve. We compensate for the higher com-
putational load by (i.) using algorithms like “Mergesort” (for the trial orbital phases) and by (ii.) restricting the
trial transit durations to a smaller range that encompasses all known planets, and using stellar density priors where
available. A typical K2 light curve, including 80 d of observations at a cadence of 30 min, can be searched with TLS
in ∼ 10 s real time on a standard laptop computer, as fast as the widely used Box Least Squares (BLS) algorithm.
We perform a transit injection-retrieval experiment of Earth-sized planets around sun-like stars using synthetic light
curves with 110 ppm white noise per 30 min cadence, corresponding to a photometrically quiet KP = 12 star ob-
served with Kepler. We determine the SDE thresholds for both BLS and TLS to reach a false positive rate of 1 % to
be SDE = 7 in both cases. The resulting true positive (or recovery) rates are ∼ 93% for TLS and ∼ 76% for BLS,
implying more reliable detections with TLS. We also test TLS with the K2 light curve of the TRAPPIST-1 system
and find six of seven Earth-sized planets using an iterative search for increasingly lower signal detection efficiency,
the phase-folded transit of the seventh planet being affected by a stellar flare. TLS is more reliable than BLS in
finding any kind of transiting planet but it is particularly suited for the detection of small planets in long time series
from Kepler, TESS, and PLATO. We make our python implementation of TLS publicly available.
Download/Website: https://www.aanda.org/articles/aa/abs/2019/03/aa34672-18/aa34672-18.html

Contact: michael@hippke.org
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Figure 5: Demonstration of the TLS performance on the TRAPPIST-1 system. Left: Phase-folded transit light
curve for the respective period and epoch at SDE maximum (black dots). The best-fit transit model (fitted for
transit duration and depth) with quadratic stellar limb darkening is shown with a red solid line. Planet names are
indicated in the lower right corner of each panel. Planets are sorted from top to bottom in the order of detection
from an iterative TLS search of the K2 light curve. Planet “h” (bottom panels) is a false positive and not related
to the actual detection of TRAPPIST-1 h. Center: The entire K2 light curve of TRAPPIST-1 with the detected in-
transit data points highlighted in red. Transits detected in previous iterations were masked. Right: SDE(P ) diagram
for the light curve shown in the center.
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Connecting substellar and stellar formation. The role of the host star’s
metallicity.

J. Maldonado1, E. Villaver2, C. Eiroa2, G. Micela1

1 INAF - Osservatorio Astronomico di Palermo, Piazza del Parlamento 1, 90134 Palermo, Italy
2 Universidad Autónoma de Madrid, Dpto. Fı́sica Teórica, Facultad de Ciencias, Campus de Cantoblanco, 28049 Madrid, Spain

Astronomy & Astrophysics, in press, arXiv:1903.01141

Most of our current understanding of the planet formation mechanism is based on the planet metallicity correlation
derived mostly from solar-type stars harbouring gas-giant planets. To achieve a far more reaching grasp on the
substellar formation process we aim to analyse in terms of their metallicity a diverse sample of stars (in terms
of mass and spectral type) covering the whole range of possible outcomes of the planet formation process (from
planetesimals to brown dwarfs and low-mass binaries). Our methodology is based on the use of high-precision
stellar parameters derived by our own group in previous works from high-resolution spectra by using the iron
ionisation and equilibrium conditions. All values are derived in an homogeneous way, except for the M dwarfs
where a methodology based on the use of pseudo equivalent widths of spectral features was used. Our results show
that as the mass of the substellar companion increases the metallicity of the host star tendency is to lower values.
The same trend is maintained when analysing stars with low-mass stellar companions and a tendency towards a
wide range of host star’s metallicity is found for systems with low mass planets. We also confirm that more massive
planets tend to orbit around more massive stars. The core-accretion formation mechanism for planet formation
achieves its maximum efficiency for planets with masses in the range 0.2 and 2 MJup. Substellar objects with higher
masses have higher probabilities of being formed as stars. Low-mass planets and planetesimals might be formed by
core-accretion even around low-metallicity stars.
Download/Website: https://arxiv.org/abs/1903.01141

Contact: jesus.maldonado@inaf.it

Figure 6: Stellar metallicity of the host stars as a function of the minimum mass of the substellar companions. Dif-
ferent colours and symbol sizes indicate the mass of the host star. Vertical dashed lines indicate the standard mass
loci of low-mass planets, gas-giant planets, brown dwarf, and stellar companions, from left to right, respectively.
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MOVES II. Tuning in to the radio environment of HD189733b
R. D. Kavanagh1, A. A. Vidotto1, D. Ó Fionnagáin1, V. Bourrier2, R. Fares3,4, M. Jardine5, Ch. Helling6,
C. Moutou7, J. Llama8, P. J. Wheatley9
1 School of Physics, Trinity College Dublin, The University of Dublin, Dublin 2, Ireland
2 Observatoire de l’Université de Genéve, Chemin des Maillettes 51, Versoix, CH-1290, Switzerland
3 Physics Department, United Arab Emirates University, P.O. Box 15551, Al-Ain, United Arab Emirates
4 University of Southern Queensland, Centre for Astrophysics, Toowoomba, Queensland, 4350, Australia
5 SUPA, School of Physics and Astronomy, University of St Andrews, North Haugh, St Andrews, Fife, Scotland, KY16 9SS
6 Centre for Exoplanet Science, University of St Andrews, St Andrews KY16 9SS, UK
7 CNRS/CFHT, 65-1238 Mamalahoa Highway, Kamuela HI 96743, USA
8 Lowell Observatory, 1400 W. Mars Hill Rd, Flagstaff. AZ 86001. USA
9 Department of Physics, University of Warwick, Coventry CV4 7AL, UK

Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society, accepted (arXiv:1903.01809)

We present stellar wind modelling of the hot Jupiter host HD189733, and predict radio emission from the stellar
wind and the planet, the latter arising from the interaction of the stellar wind with the planetary magnetosphere.
Our stellar wind models incorporate surface stellar magnetic field maps at the epochs Jun/Jul 2013, Sep 2014, and
Jul 2015 as boundary conditions. We find that the mass-loss rate, angular momentum-loss rate, and open magnetic
flux of HD189733 vary by 9%, 40%, and 19% over these three epochs. Solving the equations of radiative transfer,
we find that from 10 MHz–100 GHz the stellar wind emits fluxes in the range of 10−3–5 µJy, and becomes optically
thin above 10 GHz. Our planetary radio emission model uses the radiometric Bode’s law, and neglects the presence
of a planetary atmosphere. For assumed planetary magnetic fields of 1–10 G, we estimate that the planet emits at
frequencies of 2–25 MHz, with peak flux densities of ∼ 102 mJy. We find that the planet orbits through regions of
the stellar wind that are optically thick to the emitted frequency from the planet. As a result, unattenuated planetary
radio emission can only propagate out of the system and reach the observer for 67% of the orbit for a 10 G planetary
field, corresponding to when the planet is approaching and leaving primary transit. We also find that the plasma
frequency of the stellar wind is too high to allow propagation of the planetary radio emission below 21 MHz. This
means a planetary field of at least 8 G is required to produce detectable radio emission.
Download/Website: https://arxiv.org/abs/1903.01809
Contact: kavanar5@tcd.ie
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Figure 7: Simulated stellar wind of HD189733 at Jun/Jul 2013. Grey lines show the large-scale structure of the
magnetic field of the star, which is embedded in the stellar wind. The profile of the radial velocity (ur) of the stellar
wind in the orbital plane of the planet is shown. The orbit at 8.8 R? is shown with a black circle, and the Alfvén
surface is shown in white. Right: Radio photospheres of the stellar wind at the calculated frequencies of 2, 12,
and 25 MHz, in the orbital plane of the planet. The planetary orbit is shown as a black dashed circle, and the star
is shown in the centre. Orbital phases of 0 and 0.25 are marked near the star. In our calculation, the observer is
looking along the x-axis in the positive direction.
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Hot Exoplanet Atmospheres Resolved with Transit Spectroscopy (HEARTS) II. A
broadened sodium feature on the ultra-hot giant WASP-76b

J. V. Seidel1 ,D. Ehrenreich1 ,A. Wyttenbach2 ,R. Allart1 , M. Lendl3,1 , L. Pino4 , V. Bourrier1 , H. M. Cegla1,5

, C. Lovis1 , D. Barrado6 , D. Bayliss7 , N. Astudillo-Defru8 , A. Deline1 , C. Fisher9 , K. Heng9 , R. Joseph10 ,
B. Lavie1,9 , C. Melo11 , F. Pepe1 , D. Ségransan1 , S. Udry1
1 Observatoire astronomique de l’Université de Genève, chemin des Maillettes 51, 1290 Versoix, Switzerland
2 Leiden Observatory, Leiden University, Postbus 9513, 2300 RA Leiden, The Netherlands
3 Space Research Institute, Austrian Academy of Sciences, Schmiedlstr. 6, 8042, Graz, Austria
4 Anton Pannekoek Institute for Astronomy, University of Amsterdam, Science Park 904, 1098 XH Amsterdam, The Netherlands
5 CHEOPS Fellow, SNSF NCCR-PlanetS
6 Depto. Astrofı́sica, Centro de Astrobiologı́a (INTA-CSIC), ESAC campus, Camino Bajo del Castillo s/n, 28692, Villanueva de la Cañada,
Spain
7 Department of Physics, University of Warwick, Gibbet Hill Rd., Coventry, CV4 7AL, UK
8 Universidad de Concepción, Departamento de Astronomı́a, Casilla 160-C, Concepción, Chile
9 University of Bern, Center for Space and Habitability, Gesellschaftsstrasse 6, CH-3012, Bern, Switzerland
10 Laboratoire d’Astrophysique, École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL), Observatoire de Sauverny, 1290 Versoix, Switzerland
11 European Southern Observatory, Alonso de Córdova 3107, Vitacura, Región Metropolitana, Chile

Astronomy & Astrophysics, in press (arXiv:1902.00001)

High-resolution optical spectroscopy is a powerful tool to characterise exoplanetary atmospheres from the ground.
The sodium D lines, with their large cross sections, are especially suited to studying the upper layers of atmospheres
in this context. We report on the results from HEARTS, a spectroscopic survey of exoplanet atmospheres, performing
a comparative study of hot gas giants to determine the effects of stellar irradiation. In this second installation of the
series, we highlight the detection of neutral sodium on the ultra-hot giant WASP-76b. We observed three transits of
the planet using the High-Accuracy Radial-velocity Planet Searcher (HARPS) high-resolution spectrograph at the
European Southern Observatory (ESO) 3.6m telescope and collected 175 spectra of WASP-76. We repeatedly detect
the absorption signature of neutral sodium in the planet atmosphere (0.371±0.034%; 10.75 σ in a 0.75 Å passband).
The sodium lines have a Gaussian profile with full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 27.6 ± 2.8 km s−1 . This
is significantly broader than the line spread function of HARPS (2.7 km s−1 ). We surmise that the observed
broadening could trace the super-rotation in the upper atmosphere of this ultra-hot gas giant.
Download/Website: https://arxiv.org/abs/1902.00001
Contact: julia.seidel@unige.ch

Figure 8:

Co-added lines of the HARPS trans-
mission spectrum sodium doublet as
a function of velocity. The line centre
was set to zero. The data are shown
in grey and binned x10 in black. A
Gaussian fit is shown in red with its
FWHM marked by the red dashed
lines. The HARPS instrumental line
spread function (FWHM = 2.7 km
s−1) is shown in orange and the es-
cape velocity as green dotted-dashed
lines. The FWHM velocity does not
exceed the escape velocity at any
point, making the atmospheric escape
of sodium unlikely. The best Gaussian
fit to the data is significantly wider
than the instrumental response, but
the corresponding velocity is well be-
low the escape velocity of WASP-76b.
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The Metallicity-Period-Mass Diagram of low-mass exoplanets
S. G. Sousa1, V. Adibekyan1, N. C. Santos1,2, A. Mortier5, S. C. C. Barros1, E. Delgado-Mena1, O. Demangeon1,
G. Israelian3, J. P. Faria1, P. Figueira4,1, B. Rojas-Ayala7, M. Tsantaki1, D. T. Andreasen1, I. Brandão1, A. C. S.
Ferreira1, M. Montalto6, A. Santerne8,
1 Instituto de Astrofı́sica e Ciências do Espaço, Universidade do Porto, CAUP, Rua das Estrelas, 4150-762 Porto, Portugal
2 Departamento de Fı́sica e Astronomia, FCUP, Rua do Campo Alegre, 4169-007 Porto, Portugal
3 Instituto de Astrofı́sica de Canarias, 38200 La Laguna, Tenerife, Spain
4 European Southern Observatory, Alonso de Cordova 3107, Vitacura, Santiago, Chile
5 Centre for Exoplanet Science, SUPA, School of Physics and Astronomy, Uni. of St Andrews, St Andrews KY16 9SS, UK
6 Dipartimento di Fisica e Astronomia ”Galileo Galilei”, Uni. di Padova, Vicolo dell’Osservatorio 3, Padova IT-35122, Italy
7 Departamento de Ciencias Fisicas, Universidad Andres Bello, Fernandez Concha 700, Las Condes, Santiago, Chile
8 Aix Marseille Univ, CNRS, CNES, LAM, Marseille, France

Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society, in press (2019MNRAS.tmp..637S/arXiv:1903.04937)

The number of exoplanet detections continues to grow following the development of better instruments and mis-
sions. Key steps for the understanding of these worlds comes from their characterization and its statistical studies.
We explore the metallicity-period-mass diagram for known exoplanets by using an updated version of The Stellar
parameters for stars With ExoplanETs CATalog (SWEET-Cat), a unique compilation of precise stellar parameters
for planet-host stars provided for the exoplanet community. Here we focus on the planets with minimum mass below
30 M⊕ which seems to present a possible correlation in the metallicity-period-mass diagram where the mass of the
planet increases with both metallicity and period. Our analysis suggests that the general observed correlation may
be not fully explained by observational biases. Additional precise data will be fundamental to confirm or deny this
possible correlation.
Download/Website: https://arxiv.org/abs/1903.04937
Contact: sergio.sousa@astro.up.pt
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Figure 9: The Period-Metallicity diagram for low-mass planets (< 30M⊕) with homogeneous parameters in
SWEET-Cat and with planetary masses derived with at least 20% precision. The color scheme represents the
planet mass (in M⊕). The colored background corresponds to the diagram binned average planet mass. The dashed
black line is the linear fit of the data for a constant mass of 10M⊕. The possible correlation observed in this dia-
gram, can be strongly affected by observational biases, but we show that these biases alone cannot entirely explain
the general interdependence observed in the MPM diagram. More precise data will be fundamental to confirm this
possible interesting correlation which can provide important constraints to the theories of planet formation and
evolution.
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Exploring the formation by core accretion and the luminosity evolution
of directly imaged planets: The case of HIP 65426 b

G.-D. Marleau1,2, G. A. L. Coleman1, A. Leleu1, C. Mordasini1
1 Physikalisches Institut, Universität Bern, Gesellschaftsstr. 6, 3012 Bern, Switzerland
2 Institut für Astronomie und Astrophysik, Eberhard Karls Universität Tübingen, Auf der Morgenstelle 10, 72076 Tübingen, Germany

Astronomy & Astrophysics, in press; arXiv:1902.01869

Context. A low-mass companion to the two-solar mass star HIP 65426 has recently been detected by SPHERE at
around 100 au from its host. Explaining the presence of super-Jovian planets at large separations, as revealed by
direct imaging, is currently an open question.
Aims. We want to derive statistical constraints on the mass and initial entropy of HIP 65426 b and to explore possible
formation pathways of directly imaged objects within the core-accretion paradigm, focusing on HIP 65426 b.
Methods. Constraints on the planet’s mass and post-formation entropy are derived from its age and luminosity com-
bined with cooling models. For the first time, the results of population synthesis are also used to inform the results.
Then, a formation model that includes N -body dynamics with several embryos per disc is used to study possible
formation histories and the properties of possible additional companions. Finally, the outcomes of two- and three-
planet scattering in the post-disc phase are analysed, taking tides into account for small-pericentre orbits.
Results. The mass of HIP 65426 b is found to be mp = 9.9+1.1

−1.8 MJ using the hot population and mp = 10.9+1.4
−2.0 MJ

with the cold-nominal population. We find that core formation at small separations from the star followed by out-
ward scattering and runaway accretion at a few hundred astronomical units succeeds in reproducing the mass and
separation of HIP 65426 b. Alternatively, systems having two or more giant planets close enough to be on an unsta-
ble orbit at disc dispersal are likely to end up with one planet on a wide HIP 65426 b-like orbit with a relatively high
eccentricity ( 0.5).
Conclusions. If the scattering scenario explains its formation, HIP 65426 b is predicted to have a high eccentricity
and to be accompanied by one or several roughly Jovian-mass planets at smaller semi-major axes, which also could
have a high eccentricity. This could be tested by further direct-imaging as well as radial-velocity observations.
Download/Website: https://arxiv.org/abs/1902.01869

Contact: gabriel.marleau{@space.unibe.ch,@uni-tuebingen.de}
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Figure 10: Possible formation scenario for HIP 65426 b. (Left) Mass–orbital-distance evolution of the multi-planet
system. Solid lines show the planets’ semimajor axes, while dashed lines show the planets’ pericentres and apocen-
tres. (Right) Mass, semi-major axis, and eccentricity of the planets over time. (Description) Several planets migrate
inward in type I migration and begin to accrete gas. As their migration stalls, the ‘blue planet’ undergoes runaway
gas accretion (∼ 2.8 Myr). This planet scatters the ‘purple planet’ out to 200 au (∼ 2.85 Myr), which goes into
runaway gas accretion in the outer disc, allowing it to become very massive. The purple planet’s eccentricity leads
to another interaction with the blue planet (2.9 Myr), slightly circularising the orbit of the purple planet. It then mi-
grates inwards in the type II regime whilst accreting more gas. When the disc fully disperses (3.1 Myr), it finishes
growing and migrating with a mass and semimajor axis similar to HIP 65426 b.
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3 Jobs and Positions

PhD Research Fellowship position in Planetary Sciences

Stephanie C. Werner
Centre for Earth Evolution and Dynamics, University of Oslo, Norway
A PhD Research Fellowship position in Planetary Sciences is available at the Centre for Earth Evolution and Dy-
namics (CEED) at the University of Oslo (UiO).
Will we find another Earth? Using all currently available data for exoplanets and our understanding of planetary
system evolution, the goal is to examine how likely it is that we will find a planet in similar conditions like those
of our Earth. One of the goals is to predict the potential planets from star composition, condensation sequences,
degassing, and star planet interaction. This approach is highly challenging as it covers the entire planet formation
and evolution, but also allows for a large diversity of studies.
The application deadline is June 12, 2019.
Download/Website: https://www.jobbnorge.no/en/available-jobs/job/165949/

Contact: stephanie.werner@geo.uio.no

PhD position

Prof. Emeline Bolmont

Observatory of GENEVA, Sept. 2019

One 4-year PhD position is currently available at the University of Geneva Department of Astronomy starting on
September 1st 2019. The successful candidate will perform simulations of the atmospheres of planets around low-
mass stars to prepare for future atmospheric characterization. They will be fully integrated within the Exoplanet
Team at the Observatory of Geneva.

PhD position: Atmospheres of planets around low-mass stars

Applications are invited for a research assistant (PhD student) position at the University of Geneva (Geneva Obser-
vatory) working with Prof. Emeline Bolmont on the modeling and future characterization of temperate/hot rocky
planets around low-mass stars. The successful applicant is expected to work with a global climate model to study
the effect of a variety of different parameters on the atmosphere and habitability of planets. The work will involve to
run extensive simulations with the 3D Global Climate Model LMDz and analyze the resulting outputs. The LMDz
(http://lmdz.lmd.jussieu.fr/) is a generic version of the Earth global climate model used to compute
global warming. The student will also work on the implementation of new physical processes in the model, in par-
ticular the heat flux due to tidal dissipation inside the planet and the impact of volcanic gases and aerosols on the
atmosphere. This PhD will bring an important modeling effort for the preparation of future atmospheric characteri-
zation missions (such as the JWST, E-ELT, RISTRETTO and NIRPS).

Setting: The Geneva Observatory offers one of the most vibrant environment worldwide for exoplanet research.
Nearly 60 people contributes to the exoplanet team (www.exoplanets.ch), currently including 9 faculty mem-
bers, 11 postdoctoral researchers, 19 PhD students, and 17 project staff members. Research topics include exoplanet
detection, exoplanet characterization (atmospheres, interiors), planetary system dynamics, and instrumentation.
Team members are directly involved into a large number of projects, including photometric instruments (CHEOPS,
TESS, PLATO, NGTS), high-resolution spectrographs (HARPS, HARPS-North, NIRPS and ESPRESSO) and di-
rect imaging (SPHERE@VLT). The exoplanet team is also part of PlanetS (www.nccr-planets.ch), a Swiss
research network focused on exoplanetary science, which includes 130 scientists from the Universities of Geneva,
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Bern, Zurich and the Lausanne and Zurich Polytechnic Schools. The successful applicant will be able to take ad-
vantage of this unique collaborative framework and also participate to at least one observational run per year. The
University of Geneva is an equal opportunity employer committed to diversity in its workplace.
Start date: September 2019.
Duration: This is a 4-year position.
Salary: 48,000 CHF/year gross salary, according to rules of the University and Canton of Geneva.
Deadline: Candidates are encouraged to apply by April 1st, 2019, but later applications will be reviewed until the
position is filled.
Requirements: A MSc degree in astronomy, astrophysics or related fields. The successful applicant will be im-
mersed in a team work environment, therefore good team playing abilities and focus will be praised soft skills. The
following application materials should be encapsulated within a single pdf and sent to emeline.bolmont@unige.ch

• A curriculum vitae (2 pages);

• A cover letter (1 page) listing the names of 2 references/referees.

Up to two letters of recommendation should be sent directly to Prof. Bolmont by the referees themselves.
Download/Website: http://nccr-planets.ch/
Contact: emeline.bolmont@unige.ch

Postdoc position on exoplanet science
Luca Fossati

Space Research Institute, Graz, Austria, October 2019

The institute invites applications for a three years postdoc position at the Space Research Institute (IWF, Graz;
http://www.iwf.oeaw.ac.at/home/) in Austria to join the exoplanet research group led by Dr. Luca
Fossati.

The Space Research Institute is involved in about 20 missions led by most of the world main space agencies. The
exoplanet group focuses on the characterisation of exoplanet atmospheres. The group, currently composed of the
group leader and six postdocs, is highly international and fosters close collaborations among the team members.
Furthermore, the group is heavily involved in the ESA/NASA exoplanet missions CHEOPS, PLATO, ARIEL, and
CUTE.

The applicant must hold a PhD in Physics, Geophysics, Astrophysics, or a related field. Preference will be given
to candidates with experience in the analysis of exoplanet photometric/spectroscopic transit observations. The
successful applicant is expected to work on the analysis of CHEOPS data belonging to the Guaranteed Time
Observing program. The successful applicant will also be encouraged to pursue independent research, possibly in
line with the group’s interests.

The primary goal of CHEOPS (http://sci.esa.int/cheops/) is detecting and precisely measuring
transits of planets orbiting bright stars, most of them already known to host planets: the ideal sample for follow-up
atmospheric characterisation observations. CHEOPS has been scheduled for launch between the 15th of October
and the 14th of November 2019, with a 3.5 years nominal timespan for science operations.

The appointment begins not later than October 2019, and will be for three years, with a possible three years
extension depending on performance and funding availability. Salary will be Grade IV/2 (about 42,500 Euro per
year, gross), according to the scale of the Austrian Academy of Sciences.
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A valid application must include 1) curriculum vitae, 2) publication list, 3) research statement (max 3 pages), 4)
academic certificates, and 5) names of two persons willing to send letters of recommendation. Applications should
be sent via email to luca.fossatioeaw.ac.at in a single PDF file. The closing date of applications is the 31st of March
2019.

The Austrian Academy of Sciences is an equal opportunity employer and in particular invites women to apply.

For more information, contact Dr. Luca Fossati (luca.fossati@oeaw.ac.at).
Download/Website: http://jobregister.aas.org/ad/66b36ec2

Contact: luca.fossati@oeaw.ac.at

Two tenure-track positions in astronomy

Prof. Michał Hanasz
Toruń Center for Astronomy, Nicolaus Copernicus University, Toruń, Poland

Toruń, Poland, negotiable

The Centre for Astronomy (CA) of the Nicolaus Copernicus University in Toruń (Poland) welcomes applications
from world-class researchers for two adjunct (research associate) tenure track faculty positions.
The priority areas are exoplanets, stellar astronomy and the interstellar medium. However, we emphasize that the
positions are open to researchers in other fields of astronomy and astrophysics. We welcome applications from both
theorists and observers.
These research positions include teaching responsibilities. It is expected that the two new faculty members will
contribute to the strategic goals of CA through excellence in research, teaching, and other professional activities.
They will be vigorous drivers of CA research programs, will win grants, supervise graduate students and teach
undergraduates. The Centre for Astronomy, located in Piwnice near Toruń, is a part of the Faculty of Physics,
Astronomy and Informatics. It is one of the leading Polish astronomical institutions. The main instrument of CA is
a 32-metre radio telescope, a unique structure of this kind in Central-Eastern Europe. We also own several smaller
optical telescopes and host our own in-house computer cluster. The prospects for additional research funding are
high for strongly motivated young researchers in Poland.
We offer a tenure-track type contract. The salary of the successful candidate will be comparable to that of Polish
researchers in the same career stage. Additional benefits are negotiable.
Download/Website: https://www.umk.pl/en/employment/?class=Offer&Lang=en&Id=3596
and https://www.umk.pl/en/employment/?class=Offer&Lang=en&Id=3597

Contact: dyrekcja.ca@umk.pl
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Job Title: Project Scientist

Vacancy in the Directorate of Science in the European Space Agency

Location: ESA/ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands, Application deadline: 4 April 2019

Job description:

Working in the Science Support Office of the Directorate of Science and following a period of familiarisation, the
postholder will initially be assigned to the post of ARIEL Study or Project Scientist, depending on the mission
phase.
The Science Support Office provides study and project scientist support to the Science Directorate’s missions
throughout all phases including study, implementation, operations and post-operations and is responsible for en-
suring that the maximum scientific return is achieved within the technical and programmatic constraints.
ARIEL is a mission to study exoplanets by conducting atmospheric 0.5-8 µm transit and eclipse spectroscopy
and optical photometry. Currently in its study phase, ARIEL is being prepared for launch in 2028. Its results will
supplement those of ESA’s CHEOPS and PLATO missions which focus on high precision photometry of exoplanets,
as well as the NASA/ESA/CSA JWST observatory mission which will perform detailed spectroscopic observations
of exoplanets.

More information:
For more information about working for ESA consult the ESA Careers webpage at:
Download/Website: http://tinyurl.com/y3am4rd2

In order to read this vacancy notice in full (which is important), and to respond to it online (which is mandatory) the
direct link is:
Download/Website: http://tinyurl.com/yy3zl63t

If for any reason there is a problem with these links google ESA careers and look for Project Scientist and the
reference number 8608. Important: Deadline for applying is 4 April 2019.
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4 Conferences & Workshops
EPSC-DPS Joint meeting 2019

EXO12. Host Stars and Exoplanet Systems: Atmospheric Escape and Space
Plasma Environment

Vincent Bourrier, Maxim Khodachenko and co-conveners Navin Dwivedi, Luca Fossati, Ildar F. Shaikhislamov,
Aline A. Vidotto

Centre International de Conférences de Genève (CICG) in Geneva, Switzerland, 15-20 September 2019

We would like to highlight the session dedicated to exoplanet upper atmospheres and their host stars that will be
organized during the EPSC-DPS 2019 conference in Geneva (https://www.epsc-dps2019.eu/).

In this session, we aim to bring together observers and theorists to discuss recent developments regarding planetary
atmospheric escape as well as the radiation, plasma, and magnetic environments of planetary systems. Many
questions remain to be addressed regarding the state of close-in exoplanet atmospheres and of their interactions
with the host star. Observations and studies of atmospheric escape can bring crucial information about both
planets and their star. They further suggest that this mechanism can significantly impact the evolution and potential
habitability of close-in planets. This session will thus put a special focus on escaping exoplanet atmospheres and
their observational signatures, welcoming contributions on topics related to planetary system evolution, stellar
and planetary wind interactions, stellar plasmas and radiative impacts on planetary environments. We will discuss
which observing and modeling tools are available, or should be developed, to study these phenomena.

We would like to encourage all people interested in this topic to submit an abstract, in particular early career
scientists. The abstract submission deadline is 8 May 2019.
Download/Website: https://meetingorganizer.copernicus.org/EPSC-DPS2019/session/34011

Astrophysical Dynamics

Tsung-Dao Lee Institute

Shanghai, July 7-9, 2019

Dynamics plays an important role in some of the most interesting problems in astrophysics, from planet formation
to galaxy evolution. This international conference will cover select topics on astrophysical dynamics, with focus
on current outstanding problems and issues that may be of common interest to different dynamics communities.
The conference will follow the IAU Symposium on Galactic Dynamics (co-sponsored by the T.D.Lee Institute) that
takes place in Shanghai in the previous week.
The conference will consist of invited/solicited talks (some chosen from submitted abstracts) and posters, with
ample time for discussion. While the three-day meeting (with registration on July 6) will focus on science, we will
also use the occasion (e.g. banquet) to celebrate the 70th birthday of Professor Doug Lin.
Download/Website: http://tdli.sjtu.edu.cn/astrod/index.html

Contact: leeastronomy@sjtu.edu.cn
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SAVE THE DATE: ARIEL public conference

Organised by the ARIEL Science Advisory Team

ESA/ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands, 14-16 January 2020

ARIEL, the Atmospheric Remote-sensing Infrared Exoplanet Large-survey, will study what planets are made of and
how planetary systems form and evolve by surveying a large, diverse sample of many hundred extrasolar planets.
Observations will be carried out simultaneously in visible and infrared wavelengths, covering the range 0.5-7.8 µm
with high precision. ARIEL is the first space mission dedicated to measuring the chemical composition and thermal
structures of a large well constructed sample of transiting and eclipsing exoplanets, enabling planetary science far
beyond the boundaries of the Solar System.

In March 2018, ARIEL was selected as M4, the fourth medium-sized (M-class) mission in ESA’s Cosmic Vision
Plan. ARIEL is now in phase B1, the next major milestone is adoption in November 2020.

This meeting is organised in order to involve the exoplanet community at large in the mission, to present the mission
as proposed for adoption, and to get feedback and have discussions with the community as to how best involve the
community in the longer term.

More information will follow later, for now save the date 14-16 January 2020 in your diaries!

2019 Sagan Summer Workshop: Astrobiology for Astronomers
E. Furlan, D. Gelino
NASA Exoplanet Science Institute, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA, USA

Pasadena, CA, July 15-19, 2019

The 2019 Sagan Summer Workshop will focus on astrobiology and will feature introductions on the formation of
Earth and terrestrial planets, their evolution over time, current geochemical cycles on Earth, and the emergence of
life on Earth. Our knowledge of Exo-Earths will be reviewed, including demographics, composition, atmospheric
signatures, and comparison with Earth. Detection of biosignatures, with an emphasis on false positives and
false negatives, will also be discussed. Attendees will participate in hands-on group projects related to astrobiol-
ogy and will have the opportunity to present their own work through short presentations (research POPs) and posters.

The Sagan Summer Workshops are aimed at graduate and post doctoral level students, however anyone who is
interested in learning more about the field is welcome to attend.

Registration to attend the workshop are now available along with the complete agenda. The hotel reservation link is
also posted on the workshop website.

Important Dates

• March 25: Travel Support decisions announced via email

• May 9: POP/Poster/Talk submission link available

• early June: food ordering site open

• June 13: Hotel Reservation Deadline for workshop hotel

• June 28: Deadline to submit POP and poster presentations

• July 5: Final agenda posted with POP schedule
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• July 15-19: Sagan Exoplanet Summer Workshop

Download/Website: http://nexsci.caltech.edu/workshop/2019

Contact: sagan workshop@ipac.caltech.edu
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5 Exoplanet Archive Updates
February Updates at the NASA Exoplanet Archive

The NASA Exoplanet Archive team
Caltech/IPAC-NASA Exoplanet Science Institute, MC 100-22 Pasadena CA 91125

Pasadena CA USA, March 11, 2019

Note: Data for all new planets can be viewed in the Confirmed Planets (http://bit.ly/2MqFnub), Composite
Planet Data (http://bit.ly/2l84Qw9), and Extended Planet Data (http://bit.ly/2NLy1Ci) tables.
New microlensing solutions are in the Microlensing Data table (http://bit.ly/2JQr180).

February 21, 2019

Microlensing Magic: We have one new microlensing planet, KMT-2016-BLG-1107 b, and eight more microlensing
solutions for four microlensing planets: MOA-2010-BLG-073L b, MOA-2011-BLG-293L b, MOA-2011-BLG-
322L b, and MOA-2012-BLG-006L b.

The new planet’s data can be found in the Confirmed Planets, Composite Planet Data, and Extended Planet Data
tables. The new solutions are in the Microlensing Planets interactive table.

Also, we’ve added new transmission spectroscopy data for XO-2 N b (http://bit.ly/2tw6FqK).

February 14, 2019

Countdown to 4,000 Planets! We’re only 84 confirmed planets away from reaching 4,000 in the archive! To
celebrate this next milestone, we’re having a contest!

Show or tell us in your own words or images what YOU think the 4000th planet could look like. Would it be a
puffy hot Jupiter in a binary system? Or a rocky super-Earth in a multi-planet system? Or perhaps it’s a world made
entirely of water or ice?

This contest is open to all ages, and entries can be anything from a crayon drawing to a haiku. Get creative!

To enter, publicly tweet to us at @NASAExoArchive or post on our Facebook page with a link to your entry. You
must include the #Exoplanet4K hashtag to be entered in the random drawing. The winner, randomly drawn from
all entries, will receive a full-color print of the 55 Cancri e poster from the Exoplanet Travel Bureau. Have fun and
good luck!

New Data This Week: We’ve added HATS-70 b, GJ 143 b, HD 23472 b & c to the archive, as well as new planet
parameter sets for X0-2 N b. These data can be found in the Confirmed Planets, Composite Planet Data, and
Extended Planet Data tables.

There are also new transmission spectra for X0-2 N b (http://bit.ly/2tw6FqK) and XO-1 b
(http://bit.ly/2UolZBC), and new microlensing solutions for MOA-2008-BLG-310L b and MOA-
2009-BLG-319L b.
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February 7, 2019

21 Confirmed Planets Added: Several previously removed planets were added back to the archive this week based
on radial velocity data published in Udry et al. 2018, as well as some new planets from the same paper. There is
another planet, K2-292 b (a.k.a. HD 119130 b) from Luque et al. 2018, new planet parameter sets for K2-264 b & c
and HD 20782 b, and new transmission spectroscopy for XO-2 N b.

The full list of planets from the Udry paper are: HD 20003 b & c, HD 20781 b, c, d & e, HD 21693 b & c, HD
31527 b, c & d, HD 45184 b & c, HD 51608 b & c, HD 134060 b & c, and HD 136352 b, c, & d. The reinstated
planets are listed on the Removed Targets page (http://bit.ly/2ToWIXN).

The new planet and stellar data can be accessed from the Confirmed Planets, Composite Planet Data, and Extended
Planet Data tables.
Download/Website: https://exoplanetarchive.ipac.caltech.edu

Contact: mharbut@caltech.edu
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6 As seen on astro-ph
The following list contains all the entries relating to exoplanets that we spotted on astro-ph during February 2019.

February 2019

astro-ph/1902.00001: Hot Exoplanet Atmospheres Resolved with Transit Spectroscopy (HEARTS) - II. A
broadened sodium feature on the ultra-hot giant WASP-76b by J. V. Seidel et al.

astro-ph/1902.00005: Dust trapping in protoplanetary disks by Nienke van der Marel
astro-ph/1902.00036: Scattered light shadows in warped protoplanetary discs by Rebecca Nealon et al.
astro-ph/1902.00047: Topography of (exo)planets by François Landais, Frederic Schmidt, Shaun Lovejoy
astro-ph/1902.00085: Cloud Atlas: High-Contrast Time-Resolved Observations of Planetary-Mass Compan-

ions by Yifan Zhou et al.
astro-ph/1902.00168: The Synthetic ALMA Multiband Analysis of the Dust Properties of the TW Hya Proto-

planetary Disk by Seongjoong Kim et al.
astro-ph/1902.00280: A generic frequency dependence for the atmospheric tidal torque of terrestrial plan-

ets by Pierre Auclair-Desrotour, Jérémy Leconte, Cyril Mergny
astro-ph/1902.00367: Accretion of water in carbonaceous chondrites: current evidence and implications for

the delivery of water to early Earth by Josep M. Trigo-Rodrı́guez et al.
astro-ph/1902.00437: On the 9:7 Mean Motion Resonance Capture in a System of Two Equal-mass Super-

Earths by Zijia Cui, John C. B. Papaloizou, Ewa Szuszkiewicz
astro-ph/1902.00500: Stellar Spectroscopy in the Near-infrared with a Laser Frequency Comb by Andrew J.

Metcalf et al.
astro-ph/1902.01222: Preliminary model of the outer disk of RU Lup presently showing only four dark gaps by

Dimitris M. Christodoulou, Demosthenes Kazanas
astro-ph/1902.01283: Correction to: Effect of the rotation and tidal dissipation history of stars on the evolution

of close-in planets by Emeline Bolmont, Stéphane Mathis
astro-ph/1902.01316: A giant impact as the likely origin of different twins in the Kepler-107 exoplanet sys-

tem by Aldo S. Bonomo et al.
astro-ph/1902.01417: Occurrence Rates of Planets orbiting FGK Stars: Combining Kepler DR25, Gaia DR2

and Bayesian Inference by Danley C. Hsu et al.
astro-ph/1902.01869: Exploring the formation by core accretion and the luminosity evolution of directly im-

aged planets: The case of HIP 65426 b by Gabriel-Dominique Marleau et al.
astro-ph/1902.01881: So close, so different: characterization of the K2-36 planetary system with HARPS-N by

M. Damasso et al.
astro-ph/1902.01897: Imaging the Distribution of Solids in Planet-forming Disks undergoing Hydrodynamical

Instabilities with the Next Generation Very Large Array by L. Ricci et al.
astro-ph/1902.02057: The misaligned orbit of the Earth-sized planet Kepler-408b by Shoya Kamiaka et al.
astro-ph/1902.02103: Ocean Dynamics and the Inner Edge of the Habitable Zone for Tidally Locked Terres-

trial Planets by Jun Yang et al.
astro-ph/1902.02789: K2-288Bb: A Small Temperate Planet in a Low-mass Binary System Discovered by Cit-

izen Scientists by Adina D. Feinstein et al.
astro-ph/1902.03553: Thermo-compositional diabatic convection in the atmospheres of brown dwarfs and in

Earth’s atmosphere and oceans by P. Tremblin et al.
astro-ph/1902.03684: Should N-body integrators be symplectic everywhere in phase space? by David M. Her-

nandez
astro-ph/1902.03867: Tidal Heating and the Habitability of the TRAPPIST-1 Exoplanets by Vera Dobos, Amy

C. Barr, László L. Kiss
astro-ph/1902.03891: CLIcK: a Continuum and Line fItting Kit for circumstellar disks by Yao Liu, Ilaria

Pascucci, Thomas Henning
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astro-ph/1902.03900: A resonant pair of warm giant planets revealed by TESS by David Kipping et al.
astro-ph/1902.03924: First observation of a planetary transit with the SPARC4 CCD: improved parameters

for HATS-24b by Janderson M. Oliveira, Eder Martioli, Marcelo Tucci-Maia
astro-ph/1902.04026: A water budget dichotomy of rocky protoplanets from 26Al-heating by Tim Lichtenberg

et al.
astro-ph/1902.04052: Can a machine learn the outcome of planetary collisions? by Diana Valencia, Emaad

Paracha, Alan P. Jackson
astro-ph/1902.04081: Kuiper Belt-Like Hot and Cold Populations of Planetesimal Inclinations in the β Pictoris

Belt Revealed by ALMA by Luca Matrà et al.
astro-ph/1902.04086: Stellar Activity Effects on Moist Habitable Terrestrial Atmospheres Around M

dwarfs by Mahmuda Afrin Badhan et al.
astro-ph/1902.04090: Misaligned accretion disc formation via Kozai-Lidov oscillations by Alessia Franchini,

Rebecca G. Martin, Stephen H. Lubow
astro-ph/1902.04100: Could 1I/’Oumuamua be an icy fractal aggregate ejected from a protoplanetary disk?

A fluffy radiation-pressure-driven scenario by Amaya Moro-Martı́n
astro-ph/1902.04188: Dusty outflows in planetary atmospheres: Understanding ”super-puffs” and transmis-

sion spectra of sub-Neptunes by Lile Wang, Fei Dai
astro-ph/1902.04329: Constraining Jupiter’s internal flows using Juno magnetic and gravity measurements by

Eli Galanti, Hao Cao, Yohai Kaspi
astro-ph/1902.04457: Theoretical model of the outer disk of TW Hya presently forming in-situ planets and

comparison with models of AS 209 and HL Tau by Dimitris M. Christodoulou, Demosthenes Kazanas
astro-ph/1902.04493: Heavy metal rules. I. Exoplanet incidence and metallicity by Vardan Adibekyan
astro-ph/1902.04575: Interstellar ices: a possible scenario for symmetry breaking of extraterrestrial chiral

organic molecules of prebiotic interest by Louis D’hendecourt et al.
astro-ph/1902.04720: A limited habitable zone for complex life by Edward W. Schwieterman et al.
astro-ph/1902.04848: Layered semi-convection and tides in giant planet interiors - II. Tidal dissipation by

Quentin André, Stéphane Mathis, Adrian J. Barker
astro-ph/1902.04939: A reduced chemical scheme for modelling warm to hot hydrogen-dominated atmo-

spheres by Olivia Venot et al.
astro-ph/1902.05005: Thermodynamics of Element Volatility and its Application to Planetary Processes by

Paolo A. Sossi, Bruce Fegley Jr
astro-ph/1902.05143: Dust unveils the formation of a mini-Neptune planet in a protoplanetary ring by Se-

bastián Pérez et al.
astro-ph/1902.05144: The Origin of Kepler-419b: A Path to Tidal Migration Via Four-body Secular Interac-

tions by Jonathan M. Jackson, Rebekah I. Dawson, Joseph Zalesky
astro-ph/1902.05165: Non-thermal emission from the interaction of magnetized exoplanets with the wind of

their host star by Xiawei Wang, Abraham Loeb
astro-ph/1902.05231: Aggregate Hazes in Exoplanet Atmospheres by Danica Adams et al.
astro-ph/1902.05385: Pebble accretion in self-gravitating protostellar discs by Duncan H Forgan
astro-ph/1902.05859: Circular spectropolarimetric sensing of vegetation in the field; possibilities for the re-

mote detection of extraterrestrial life by C.H. Lucas Patty et al.
astro-ph/1902.05998: The SOPHIE search for northern extrasolar planets XV. A Warm Neptune around the

M-dwarf Gl378 by M. J. Hobson et al.
astro-ph/1902.06004: The SOPHIE search for northern extrasolar planets. XIV. A temperate (Teq∼300 K)

super-earth around the nearby star Gliese 411 by R. F. Dı́az
astro-ph/1902.06018: An alternative interpretation of the exomoon candidate signal in the combined Kepler

and Hubble data of Kepler-1625 by René Heller et al.
astro-ph/1902.06832: Tropical and Extratropical General Circulation with a Meridional Reversed Tempera-

ture Gradient as Expected in a High Obliquity Planet by Wanying Kang, Ming Cai, Eli Tziperman
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astro-ph/1902.07089: Planetesimal Population Synthesis: Pebble Flux Regulated Planetesimal Formation by
Christian T. Lenz, Hubert Klahr, Tilman Birnstiel

astro-ph/1902.07191: PDS 70: A transition disk sculpted by a single planet by Dhruv Muley, Jeffrey Fung, Nienke
van der Marel

astro-ph/1902.07475: Luminosity outburst chemistry in protoplanetary discs: going beyond standard trac-
ers by Dmitri S. Wiebe et al.

astro-ph/1902.07484: Chemical connections between low-mass stars and planets building blocks investigated
by stellar population synthesis by Cabral Nahuel et al.

astro-ph/1902.07600: A census of ρ-Oph candidate members from Gaia DR2 by H. Cánovas et al.
astro-ph/1902.07639: A highly structured disk around the planet host PDS 70 revealed by high-angular reso-

lution observations with ALMA by M. Keppler et al.
astro-ph/1902.07740: Nitrogen Oxide Concentrations in Natural Waters on Early Earth by Sukrit Ranjan et al.
astro-ph/1902.07944: Low albedos of hot to ultra-hot Jupiters in the optical to near-infrared transition

regime by M. Mallonn et al.
astro-ph/1902.07950: Comparative analysis of the influence of Sgr A* and nearby active galactic nuclei on the

mass loss of known exoplanets by Agata M. Wisłocka, Andjelka B. Kovačević, Amedeo Balbi
astro-ph/1902.08022: Hydrogen Cyanide in Nitrogen-Rich Atmospheres of Rocky Exoplanets by Paul B. Rim-

mer, Sarah Rugheimer
astro-ph/1902.08092: A Fast Approximate Approach to Microlensing Survey Analysis by Somayeh Khakpash,

Matthew Penny, Joshua Pepper
astro-ph/1902.08503: Contacts of Water Ice in Protoplanetary Disks - Laboratory Experiments by Grzegorz

Musiolik, Gerhard Wurm
astro-ph/1902.08515: Longwave radiative analysis of cloudy scattering atmospheres using a Net Exchange

Formulation by V. Eymet et al.
astro-ph/1902.08544: Rapid Classification of TESS Planet Candidates with Convolutional Neural Networks by

Hugh P. Osborn et al.
astro-ph/1902.08631: Constraining the Thermal Properties of Planetary Surfaces using Machine Learning:

Application to Airless Bodies by Saverio Cambioni et al.
astro-ph/1902.08694: Formation of planetary systems by pebble accretion and migration: How the radial peb-

ble flux determines a terrestrial-planet or super-Earth growth mode by Michiel Lambrechts et al.
astro-ph/1902.08771: Formation of planetary systems by pebble accretion and migration: Growth of gas gi-

ants by Bertram Bitsch et al.
astro-ph/1902.08772: Formation of planetary systems by pebble accretion and migration: Hot super-Earth

systems from breaking compact resonant chains by André Izidoro et al.
astro-ph/1902.08924: Jupiter’s formation in the vicinity of the amorphous ice snowline by Olivier Mousis,

Thomas Ronnet, Jonathan I. Lunine
astro-ph/1902.09195: Propagation and Estimation of the Dynamical Behaviour of Gravitationally Interacting

Rigid Bodies by Dominic Dirkx, Erwin Mooij, Bart Root
astro-ph/1902.09285: Mean Motion Resonances With Nearby Moons: An Unlikely Origin For The Gaps Ob-

served In The Ring Around The Exoplanet J1407b by Phil J Sutton
astro-ph/1902.09449: Limit to Protoplanet Growth by Accretion of Small Solids by Mohamad Ali-Dib, Christo-

pher Thompson
astro-ph/1902.09613: Can Planets Exist in the Habitable Zone of 55 Cancri? by Suman Satyal, Manfred Cuntz
astro-ph/1902.09670: A warm Jupiter-sized planet transiting the pre-main sequence star V1298 Tau by Trevor

J. David et al.
astro-ph/1902.09683: Shallow-water Magnetohydrodynamics for Westward Hotspots on Hot Jupiters by A.W.

Hindle, P.J. Bushby, T.M. Rogers
astro-ph/1902.09710: TOI-150: A transiting hot Jupiter in the TESS southern CVZ by Caleb I. Cañas et al.
astro-ph/1902.09719: Kepler-411: a four-planet system with an active host star by Leilei Sun et al.
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astro-ph/1902.09804: Fly-by encounters between two planetary systems I: solar system analogues by Daohai
Li, Alexander J. Mustill, Melvyn B. Davies

astro-ph/1902.09932: Dust continuum emission and the upper limit fluxes of sub-millimeter water lines of the
protoplanetary disk around HD 163296 observed by ALMA by Shota Notsu et al.

astro-ph/1902.10062: Growth after the streaming instability: from planetesimal accretion to pebble accre-
tion by Beibei Liu, Chris W. Ormel, Anders Johansen

astro-ph/1902.10103: The Planet Nine Hypothesis by Konstantin Batygin et al.
astro-ph/1902.10151: Detectable molecular features above hydrocarbon haze via transmission spectroscopy

with JWST: Case studies of GJ 1214b, GJ 436b, HD 97658b, and Kepler-51b by Yui Kawashima,
Renyu Hu, Masahiro Ikoma

astro-ph/1902.10183: The effect of dust composition and shape on radiation-pressure forces and blowout sizes
of particles in debris disks by Jessica A. Arnold et al.

astro-ph/1902.10220: A Near-coplanar Stellar Flyby of the Planet Host Star HD 106906 by Robert J. De Rosa,
Paul Kalas

astro-ph/1902.10306: A Tail Structure Associated with Protoplanetary Disk around SU Aurigae by Eiji
Akiyama et al.

astro-ph/1902.10795: Impact Craters on Pluto and Charon Indicate a Deficit of Small Kuiper Belt Objects by
K. N. Singer et al.

astro-ph/1902.10945: The 2L1S/1L2S Degeneracy for Two Microlensing Planet Candidates Discovered by the
KMTNet Survey in 2017 by I.-G. Shin et al.

astro-ph/1902.00300: MASER: A Toolbox for Low Frequency Radio Astronomy by Baptiste Cecconi et al.
astro-ph/1902.00720: ALMA study of the HD 100453 AB system and the tidal interaction of the companion

with the disk by G. van der Plas et al.
astro-ph/1902.00859: Surface tide on a rapidly rotating body by Xing Wei
astro-ph/1902.01345: Secular dynamics of binaries in stellar clusters II: dynamical evolution by Chris Hamil-

ton et al.
astro-ph/1902.02007: Giant protostellar flares: accretion-driven accumulation and reconnection-driven ejec-

tion of magnetic flux in protostars by Shinsuke Takasao et al.
astro-ph/1902.02071: Guidance, Navigation and Control of Asteroid Mobile Imager and Geologic Observer

(AMIGO) by Greg Wilburn et al.
astro-ph/1902.02083: Attitude Control of an Inflatable Sailplane for Mars Exploration by Adrien Bouskela et

al.
astro-ph/1902.02426: Machine Vision and Deep Learning for Classification of Radio SETI Signals by G. R.

Harp et al.
astro-ph/1902.02657: First detection of oscillations in the Halo giant HD 122563: validation of seismic scaling

relations and new fundamental parameters by Orlagh Creevey et al.
astro-ph/1902.02720: Organic molecules in the protoplanetary disk of DG Tau revealed by ALMA by L. Podio

et al.
astro-ph/1902.03219: A New Generation of Cool White Dwarf Atmosphere Models. III. WD J2356-209: Ac-

cretion of a Planetesimal with an Unusual Composition by S. Blouin et al.
astro-ph/1902.03732: Stellar energetic particles in the magnetically turbulent habitable zones of TRAPPIST-

1-like planetary systems by F. Fraschetti et al.
astro-ph/1902.04080: SPHERE: the exoplanet imager for the Very Large Telescope by J.-L. Beuzit et al.
astro-ph/1902.04092: ISPY - the NaCo Imaging Survey for Planets around Young stars: A young companion

candidate embedded in the R CrA cloud by G. Cugno et al.
astro-ph/1902.04096: Observing the gas component of circumplanetary disks around wide-orbit planet-mass

companions in the (sub)mm regime by Ch. Rab et al.
astro-ph/1902.04532: Observations of tides and circularization in red-giant binaries from Kepler photome-

try by P. G. Beck et al.
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astro-ph/1902.04586: External photoevaporation of protoplanetary discs in Cygnus OB2: linking discs to star
formation dynamical history by Andrew J. Winter, Cathie J. Clarke, Giovanni P. Rosotti

astro-ph/1902.04612: Spatial segregation of dust grains in transition disks. SPHERE observations of 2MASS
J16083070-3828268 and RXJ1852.3-3700 by M. Villenave et al.

astro-ph/1902.04652: Survivability of planetary systems in young and dense star clusters by Arjen van Elteren
et al.

astro-ph/1902.06438: Rotational Desorption of Ice Mantles and Complex Molecules from Suprathermally Ro-
tating Dust Grains around Young Stellar Objects by Thiem Hoang, Le Ngoc Tram

astro-ph/1902.07723: Discovery of a directly imaged disk in scattered light around the Sco-Cen member Wray
15-788 by A. J. Bohn et al.

astro-ph/1902.10593: A model of rotating convection in stellar and planetary interiors: I - convective penetra-
tion by Kyle C. Augustson, Stéphane Mathis

astro-ph/1902.10594: Rotating Convection and Gravito-Inertial Wave Generation in Stellar Interiors by Kyle
C. Augustson, Stéphane Mathis

astro-ph/1902.11094: Rapid destruction of protoplanetary discs due to externalphotoevaporation in star-
forming regions by Rhana B. Nicholson et al.

astro-ph/1902.01105: Magnetic eddy viscosity of mean shear flows in two-dimensional magnetohydrodynam-
ics by Jeffrey B. Parker, Navid C. Constantinou

astro-ph/1902.05598: A theoretical model for realistic local climates by Gabriele Di Bona, Andrea Giacobbe
astro-ph/1902.06556: Contrasting turbulence in stably stratified flows and thermal convection by Mahendra

K. Verma
astro-ph/1902.07092: pizza: An open-source pseudo-spectral code for spherical quasi-geostrophic convec-

tion by T. Gastine
astro-ph/1902.08035: Introduction: Detectability of Future Earth by Jacob Haqq-Misra
astro-ph/1902.09223: Crossover from ballistic to diffusive vortex motion in convection by Kai Leong Chong et

al.


